Forest Dental 7000 Series

Affordable Excellence + Designer Friendly®

Forest Dental 7000 Series
We are very proud of our 7000 Rear Mount, Side Delivery Series because we believe when compared feature for feature with any other manufacturer, it is the highest quality delivery system made in North America. Once you realize the benefits of the Rear Mount, Side Delivery concept
relative to chair-mounted deliveries, you will quickly see why Forest’s 7000 Delivery System is rapidly increasing in popularity.

Key Reasons Behind the Growing Popularity
of Rear Mount, Side Deliveries
Historical Perspective: The handpiece tubing limitations that originally inspired the design of chair-mounted delivery systems have been virtually eliminated. Handpiece lubricant used to cause tubing to stiffen over time, creating an irritating torque on the back of the handpiece. This
problem could only be mitigated by keeping the tubing between the back of the handpiece and the control head as straight as possible. As a result,
the control head was positioned over the patient, close to the mouth, when using a chair mounted whip arm system or beside the patient with
either a chair or wall mounted delivery. Because tubing no longer hardens in reaction to lubricants and swivels eliminate the remaining torque,
handpieces can now effortlessly come from beside the patient’s head in what is called a Rear Mount, Side Delivery. We strongly feel that our Forest
7000 Series is, feature for feature, the best available on the market today.

Lifetime Warranty

Easy Access

Level Foundation

Handpiece Lockouts

Fine Hardware

Metal Plugs

The 7000 is Our Fastest Growing Delivery Concept Because of Three Key Reasons:

1.Efficient.Handpieces, vacuum devices and consumables are more accessible regardless of where you’re positioned around the chair. Dentists
new to the Rear Mount, Side Delivery concept appreciate the efficiency of not having to reposition a chair-mounted control for patient entry and
exit or as they move around the mouth. To meet individual styles of instrument and material management, the Forest 7000 can be ordered with
up to four cassette/tub holders, three storage organizer bins and a monitor mount. Unique to the 7000 are handpiece lock-outs, making it the only
control on the market that allows a burr change while another handpiece is in use—the key feature enabling true four-handed dentistry.
2. Cost Effective.Because the 7000 has one mount and one set of plumbing, it costs less to install than a chair-mounted handpiece delivery with
assistant’s work surface, which requires two mounts and plumbing locations.
3. Patient Experience.By eliminating the cluttered “Christmas tree” effect of over-the-patient controls, the 7000 looks less overwhelming, which
in turn creates a more patient-friendly environment.
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7000 Mounting Options
The 7000 is one of Forest’s best examples of Affordable Excellence, big brand features for less. Whether you’re modernizing or starting fresh, you
owe it to yourself to look at our 7000 Rear Mount, Side Delivery System. To better fit your needs, Forest created five mounting options.

Beneath Counter Mount

The very popular beneath counter mount is anchored by a half-inch
steel plate that can be integrated into your custom made rear cabinet,
or as part of a Modular & Custom Cabinetry rear cabinet (PFR8144),
which includes the steel plate preinstalled.

Under Cabinet Mount

The under cabinet mount will free up space for a drawer or nitrous
mount by moving the mount underneath the cabinet. Designed to
be compatible with all big brand rear cabinets, the 7000 under cabinet mount is an excellent alternative to their delivery systems.

Cart Mount
The cart mount can be ordered with your desired length of umbilical
allowing for a greater range of movement left to right.

Wall Mount
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The wall mount is often used with an upper cabinet module for the
storage of tubs and cassettes. The 7000 replaces the lower cabinet
because it contains the industry’s largest storage space “under the
hood” for ancillaries that would otherwise be installed in cabinetry.
The money saved by eliminating the lower cabinet goes a long way
toward purchasing other practice-enhancing items and is an excellent solution for shorter treatment rooms.
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